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{Characters}

1) “Wolfreak” & “Clark”:-

-The security guards assigned by
“Ivy” to watch “Rorschach’s” back in
“England” once he reached there with
his family...Both of them died on the
hands of “Scarecrow”...

2) “Adambloon”:-

-The name that “Mark” was called
by the statues in the pyramid when he
was there, later it was discovered that
this name was for a very famous war
leader that no one was able to stand
against for decades, his special tomb was
covered by sea water, and his golden
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artifacts were very strange...

3) “The Golden Queen”:-

-A pharaoh queen with no known
identity, was thought to be in love with
“Adambloon”, the war leader, she knew
“Mark” as “Adambloon” because of his
mask, when “Mark” was in the pyramid
with “Rorschach”...

4) “The Judge”:-

-”Rorschach’s” father and “Dr.
Frank’s” younger brother, he wasn’t a
judge for real but he was called like that
because he used to use a sledge hammer
in fights and jobs in the far past...
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5) “Jill”, “The Huntress”:-

-She was “Bishop’s” girl, one of the
most dangerous people in the gang, she
was said to be a former Marine in the US
army, and a special bodybuilder, very
strong with no mercy, she was given the
job of killing “Mark”, she was poisoned
by one of “Naomi’s” snakes in “Hanwell”
prison...

6) “Rose”, “Engine Of War”, “The
Hammer”:-

-She was a “Sentinels” member,
“Mark’s” special guard, she was called
“Engine Of War” in the beginning, then
after her project “Power Mjolnir” which
was a special strong hammer used for
hand-to-hand combats, she loved
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“Mark” because she knew that she was
his niece and “Victor’s” daughter, he
had a feeling that she was like him in a
lot of things, and that she wasn’t like
“Ivy” or “Paige”, she was a perfect
engineer and a perfect fighter, with a
tough body but not like “Ivy” or
“Huntress”, used to love “Floyd” secretly
in the beginning, they got married at the
end...

7) “Floyd Layton”, “The Mechanic”:-

-The eldest member of the
“Sentinels”, a perfect mechanic and a
good hand-to-hand combatant...he
loved “Rose” and they got married when
it was over...
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8) “Gunner”:-

-A “Sentinels” member, the guns
man, a perfect weapons builder and
modifier, studied everything about
weapons, and knew how to use all kinds
of guns, and was a good sniper too...

9) “Garfield Lynns”:-

-A “Sentinels” member, was the
bombs & explosives expert, perfect with
creating and dismantling any kind of
bombs, he was the muscle in the team...

10) “Brandon”, “The Bird”:-

-A “Sentinels” member, Wanted to
be a pilot, but he was forced to join the
force because he failed in the pilots tests,
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but he was brilliant enough to create his
own Jetpack to let him fly, it helped
them many times, dead with honor in
{War #Z}

11) “Electrocutioner”:-

-A “Sentinels” member, and a
French electrical engineer & a
programmer, used to hack and destroy a
lot of security systems in “France” most of
them were for fun, later he was added to
the English secret service under a fake
name...

12) “Kyle”:-

-A professional killer, hired by
“Bishop” to kill “Mark”, but he wasn’t so
dangerous and was caught fast, although
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he was wanted in too many countries for
a lot of serious crimes...He was killed in
an Egyptian police station, although he
was in a solitary cell...

13) “The Clown”, “The Joker”:-

-Used to be a friend of “Mark”, was
one of “NWO” but he was sent to a mental
Asylum after the accident in 2012, he
was a close friend to “Mark” enough that
“Dr. Frank” knew him well, had an evil
mind full of hate and anger, did
everything to get “Mark’s” head at all
costs, murdered by “Mark”...
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14) “Lau Kong”:-

-A Chinese triad, was sent by them
to claim the prize of killing “Mark”, he
was one of the most dangerous guys in the
triad, with a lot of tricks and moves that
made him untouchable, and sometimes
unseen, committed suicide when he was
caught...

15) “Quentin”, “Arrow”:-

-An English “MI6” agent, 28 years
old, started as an officer and took the
ladder till he could reach to the top of
the tower in a very short time, he was
known by his skills of using bow &
arrows, so he used the idea and made his
arrows with tricks helping him in
special fights...
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16) “The Female French
Archaeologist”:-

-A french lady in the mid 40s, read
about the legendary pharaoh who was
said to be the greatest war leader in
history, although he wasn’t known
except by the name of “King of War”, she
did everything she could to know who
was that pharaoh, even if it costed her
dealing with outlaws which ended her
life because of it...murdered by “Rose”
when she refused the deal with “Mark”
about the treasure distribution...
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17) “Juggernaut”:-

-A strong buffed up American guy,
with metal arms, that made him strong
and more serious than usual, a monster
of some sort, of about 7 ft tall and above
400 lb weight, tough enough to roll a
jeep on its side without too much effort,
murdered by “Ivy”...

18) “God’s eye”:-

-An old man, was a great gang
leader in the past, he used to settle deals
between cops and thugs, got men and
thugs everywhere in “Egypt”, and a lot of
friends everywhere in the middle-east,
he lost a leg and was seated on a
wheelchair, he was in relation with “Dr.
Frank”, “The Judge”, & “Undertaker”,
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later on, he had some deals with “Victor”
and “Evolution”...Was called “God’s eye”
by the cops because they thought that he
knew everything for real, they were right,
his relations helped “Mark” & the
“Sentinels” many times, later “Mark”
discovered that he was “The Wise Man”
“Victor” used to talk about for years...

19) “Adrian”, “The Savagery”:-

-A 35 year old English man, lost
sane when his wife and sister died
together in a car accident in
“Manchester” city, he killed that driver
who killed his wife & sister in a brawler
way, “Bishop” set him free and used him
as his savage monster...
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20) “Naomi”, “Nicole”, “The Snake”:-

-One of “Sweet’s” men, and his
special woman too, when he died she
traveled to “USA” escaping from the
English government’s hunt when
“Bishop” and his men became officially
wanted, and kept on the run ever since,
she was called “The Snake” because she
had a snake as a pet of her own, and used
to use it for special jobs...She decided to
retire in return of a clean state, and
asked “Mark” to help her with that, in
return of her valuable help to catch or
kill “Bishop”...
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21) “Callisto”:-

-An Italian sharks hunter, used to
work in that career for years, helped
“Mark” and his friends to dive down
with sharks to that tomb of the
mysterious pharaoh...

22) “Chang Kong”:-

-A Chinese triad, “Lau’s” younger
brother, started hunting “Mark” because
he thought that “Mark” killed his
brother, he was a famous and dangerous
member in the Chinese mob, his triad
used to have a lot of troubles with the
“Community” families, and a long-time
wars with “Bishop” and his gang, had
no heart or feelings at all, arrested by
“Mark”...
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23) “Detchard Owens”:-

-An English man, former cop, a
dangerous guy who used to know
everything about cops and their plans to
catch criminals, he helped “Bishop”
many times to escape from “Shaw’s”
hands, he was promised to return back to
service if he cooperated with the
authorities to arrest “Bishop”, he was
fired and imprisoned by an injustice
accusation of using overrated fire power
in a police attack on drug dealers,
“Bishop” helped him out and he became
his man ever since, after the deal with
the government, he helped in catching
“Bishop”, murdered by “Juggernaut”...
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24) “Gerrard Crouch”:-

-A special English general, used by
the “MI6” when things get too bad,
worked for a long time on “Bishop”
trying to figure out who was supporting
him and how couldn’t anyone get to him,
but he was blocked by a lot of his own
officials, and his work was always lost,
because “Bishop” was well protected by
the “Community” families, intended to
get rid of “Shaw’s” men, he have never
trusted “Shaw”, but he had to trust
“Mark” to finish a war he couldn’t
finish on his own...
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25) “Miranda”:-

-An English assassin, used to work
for “Bishop” long time ago, imprisoned
for years in “USA” for murder, “Bishop”
found a way out for her in return of her
loyalty, she agreed, did a lot of jobs for
him, worked with “Ivy” & “Paige” in the
past, murdered by “Rose”...

26) “Apocalypse”:-

-An Americanmonster, had enough
fatality to hang someone’s head with no
body just to send a message of existence,
tough, brawler, and sharply smart,
worked with “Bishop” for decades, was a
good friend to “Juggernaut”, murdered
by “Mark”...
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27) “Erick”, “Flash”:-

-A 35 year old former special forces,
excommunicated from the force due to
fatality, didn’t like the idea of going
home and being away of action, so he
signed up for “Bishop” secretly with a
fake name, although his age but he used
to strike hard and disappear fast without
a trace, when things got worse, he just
disappeared, like usual, without a
trace...

28) “Ricardo Valdes”:-

-A Spanish guy used to work for
“Bishop” for years, a perfect sniper and
shooter, used to be an army personnel in
the Spanish army, when he had no job
or chance to have a normal life, he
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signed up for “Bishop”, in 3 or 4 years he
became one of the most dangerous men in
the mob, but he wasn’t so smart,
murdered by “Arrow”...

29) “The Chemist”:-

-”Mark’s” best friend, not any kind
of friends, a very special kind, someone
believed in “Mark”, someone saw
“Mark” somewhere deep inside
“Frankenstein”, that friend was the only
one “Mark” have never forgot in his life,
and the only one “Mark” ever trusted for
real...
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30) “Dong Fu”:-

-A very serious assassin, and one of
“Chang’s” crew, “Hong’s” brother, good
with using chains with small blades at
their endings, a very rare and special
weapon used only by the Chinese triads...

31) “Hong Fu”:-

-Another assassin from the Chinese
triad, “Dong’s” brother, and a member
in “Chang’s” crew, used to have fun with
fire, got some techniques specially made
by him for himself to make him throw
fire from his special gloves, murdered by
“Brandon”...
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32) “Li”:-

-The most dangerous member in
“Chang’s” crew, used to use a ‘gear saw’ as
a weapon, murdered too many people
using that serious weapon, got arrested
by “Mark’s” help...

33) “Jenny”:-

-An English special agent, used to
be a perfect spy, nearly knows everything
about every intelligence in the world,
every government, every president and
every king, liked “Mark” and wanted to
be his woman more than once, at the
beginning “Mark” was okay with that,
but later on, he refused the idea, but she
kept doing her job by watching his
back...
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34) “Oswald Craig”:-

-A former “SAS”, and a present
“MI6” spy, has loyalty to no man but his
country represented in the government,
and the Kingdom, tough, and a perfect
shooter...

35) “Sonya”:-

-One of the “MI6” men in
“Australia”, a well trusted person by
“Ivy”, has no time for relationships,
knows about 8 languages, was told to
secure “Mark’s” uncle but her friends
failed and got killed by “Zof”...
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36) “Zof”:-

-A 30 year old Russian ‘A’ class
criminal, member in the “Dark
Shadows”, trained by “Victor”, next to a
ghost, couldn’t be caught ever, showed up
and revealed his identity to attract
“Mark’s” attention, killed too many men
of the agency, almost killed “Shaw” &
“Ivy”, successfully murdered one of
“Mark’s” friends in “England”, after he
murdered his uncle and his security in
“Australia”, after every killing he did,
he used to leave a brand on one of the
dead bodies with his name, leave a logo
he created for himself in the scene, got
caught by “Mark” and imprisoned in a
highly secured prison for life, “Mark”
never heard of him again...
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Note:-

To understand this novel, the first
part of the novel must be read,
“Markenstein: The Spirit of Vengeance &
Hate”, this part is based on the previous
part...

Written by: Mark M. Isaac


